CAMELOT’’SS COURT BEASTIE DICTIONARY
BANSHEE: A female spirit believed to appear just before the death of a family
member. Best known for her horrific screeching wail.

BASILISK: Serpent or dragon with a poisonous breath and a lethal glare.

BROWNIE: Small sprite which does helpful work at night. Originated
Or
in

Scottish folklore. They are both good
good-natured
natured and invisible. They do useful
work while the house is asleep. If you try to repay their kkindness they will not
return.

CENTAUR: Creature with the head, arms and trunk of a human, but the

body and legs of a horse. They come from Greek mythology. Their
Th
temperment is quite controversial, ranging from savage and violent to good
and wise.
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COCKATRICE: Serpent
nt hatched from a cock’s egg. Half rooster and half snake. It
has a lethal glare and poisonous breath. Only the weasel is immune to it.

CYCLOPS
OPS: One-eyed
eyed giant. Usually large and hairy.Originated in Greek mythology.
They are known to eat humans.

DRAGON: Gigantic, reptilian, fire-breathing
breathing monster
mo
with scales and
wings. They come in many shapes, sizes and forms. They live in the
mountains and seas and everywhere in between. Some are fierce and
evil. Others benign and protective. They are often a symbol of good
fortune.

ELF: A human-like
like creature. Usually having pointed ears. Small and
mischievous, they inhabit the woodlands.
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FAIRY: Small-human-like magical being. Sometimes having wings and

always supernatural powers. Generally good-natured but can be cruel if not
treated respectfully. Also referred to as pixies, nixies, elves or sylphs.

FAUN: Creature having the body of a human and the horns, ears, tail and legs
of a goat. Usually wise but mischievous.

GIANT: Large human-like creature, often possessing great strength and

special powers. Some are known to be mean ugly man eaters. Others are
handsome and genteel.
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GNOME: A dwarf-like creature who lives underground. They are thought to guard
hordes of treasure.

GOBLIN: A ugly elf-like creature who works mischief and evil.

GRIFFIN: Beast with the head and wings of an eagle, body of a lion, and a
serpents tail. They are the symbol of strength and vigilance.

MERMAID: Sea creature with the trunk of a woman and the tail of a fish for the

lower body. Traditionally women, but merfolk include men and children also. They
have a varying temperament, ranging from kind and helpful, to mischievous and
cruel.
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NIXIE: Fairy-like creature. Mischievous and fun loving.Identical
to pixies.

PIXIE: Fairy-like creature. Playful and curious.Very similar to fairies and identical to
nixies.

SATYR: Creature with the body of a man, and the horns, ears, tail and legs of a sheep.
Almost identical to the faun.

SYLPH: Elemental soulless being. They are thought to inhabit the air. Similar to
the fairy.
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TROLL: Giant ugly creature with a club. They turn to stone by the sunlight. They
live in caves and hilltops. Known to rob and eat humans as they pass by.

UNICORN: Horse with a single horn projecting from its forehead. Pure white
and symbolic of holiness and chastity.

WARLOCK: A male witch. They are not wizards. They must use brews, potions,
and spells to work their magic.

WEREWOLF: A human who can assume the form of a wolf. They transform by the
means of a full moon.
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WINGED HORSE: A horse which can fly by the use of its
wings.Also known as Pegasus.

WITCH: Woman believed to have supernatural powers and practices
sorcery. Uses potions and spells to cast her magic. Traditionally
portrayed as cruel and evil, some are known to be good and healing.

WIZARD: Man who practices magic. Very powerful. His magic comes from
within himself and requires more mastery. His magic cannot be used
indefinitely. Every time he uses it, it takes a toll on his strength and stamina.

